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The Fairy Colouring Book
Ann Kronheimer (Illustrated By Ann Kronheimer)
Keynote
C hildren will simply fall in love with this enchanting collection of fabulous fairies and
magical scenes to colour.

Description
'Young girls will be over the moon when they see this lovely colouring book
packed with fairies and magical scenes to colour' - Parents in Touch
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Children will simply fall in love with this enchanting collection of fabulous
fairies and magical scenes to colour.
From adding flashes of colour to fairy toadstools, to completing fantastic fairy dresses or
bright, beautiful wings and wonderful wands, there's plenty of fairy-magic to be had.
From the publishers of:
(9781780552460) The Fashion Colouring Book
(9781780552859) The Ballet Colouring Book

Sales Points
A truly magical colouring book, brimming with extraordinary illustrations of fabulous
fairies and enchanting scenes to colour in
Add flashes of colour to fairy toadstools and complete delightful fairy dresses and
wings. Girls will love bringing these wonderful scenes to life
From the publishers of The Girls' Colouring Book (over 54,000 copies sold) and The
Gorgeous Girls' Colouring Book (over 30,000 copies sold)

Reviews
'Young girls will be over the moon when they see this lovely colouring book packed
with fairies and magical scenes to colour' - Parents in Touch
'Fairy toadstools, dresses, wings and wands are just some of the magical scenes to be
coloured in for an enchanting experience' - Woman's Way

Author Biography
Ann Kronheimer was born and brought up in Primrose Hill in London. She studied Fine Art
at Hornsey School of Art but turned to illustration on leaving. In the early years she
subsidised her career with gardening and working in a cinema.
Now, she is lucky enough to spend her days drawing in a studio overlooking the garden of
her home in Hackney.
She has illustrated books by authors such as Dick King-Smith, Linda C hapman and Herbie
Brennan and worked for publishers including Puffin, Ladybird and Buster Books.
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